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461 likes  
glow.power.goals I thought that massage and skincare tools 
are not for me. I've tried the jade roller, and the Gua Sha, and, 
well. It's OK, but that's it. I don't feel the need to use them at all. 
And then the Kairtool* by @selfkaire came into my life a month 
ago. And since then, I wake up and I use it EVERY SINGLE 
MORNING. beware, it's kind of addictive. 
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You can use it everywhere, on your body, on your face and on 
your scalp. I use it only on my face and I'm really enjoy it and I 
feel that my skin enjoys it also. I LOVE the pressure of that tool on 
the target areas.  
 
The technology of this tool (combined with specially designed 
pins to target acupressure points) helps your body detox as 
quickly as possible. The surgical grade steel is great for all skin 
types and hypoallergenic! 
 
If you love skincare tools and can splurge on yourself (because it 
is not cheap...), then you need to try this. If you don't like skincare 
tools you need to try this. k? 
 
What's your favorite skincare tool? *The item was gifted by the 
brand, but my opinions are MY OWN. 
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1,840 likes  
Skincareandfashionlover I have fallen deep in 
love!😍 @Selfkaire sent over their roller and I AM SOO IN 
LOVE!❤ 
. 
The Kairetool is a facial roller that looks unlike any other roller 
I've ever seen or used. It's made of surgical grade steel so it has a 
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nice, solid, hefty weight to it and is ergonomically well-designed 
so that fits very comfortably in the hand. It comes in matte and 
mirrored finishes; I have the mirrored finish and it looks 
absolutely beautiful on my vanity! If you've been following my 
stories, you will have seen that the roller comes in a beautiful, 
dark blue, velvet box, just like a luxe piece of jewelry! 
. 
I have a lot of nerve pains so my sweet hubby wears out his 
fingers massaging my arms. (He's a real sweetheart!💖) We've 
been using this roller on my arms this week and omg, wow! The 
3 nodules at the bottom of the roller make such a difference; I 
think that's what really makes this roller so special. The nodules 
do a really good job imitating the feeling of fingers kneading my 
arms. It gives a much deeper massage than a traditional flat 
roller. Tip: I've turned the roller upside down and used the 
smooth side like a traditional flat roller for those times that I 
didn't want a deep massage. 
. 
Since it is made of steel, it's cold to the touch, but you can also 
put it in the fridge for an extra coolness effect. . 
I've used it on my head and I can see myself using it when 
migraines hit. I've used it on my face and gave myself a nice face 
massage. (I used Marula Oil on my face so that it wouldn't tug the 
skin on my face.) I can also see myself using it for any type of 
muscle pains. 
. 
This is THE roller to have, especially if you have any type of nerve 
pains, muscle pains, or migraines. I have been using it everyday 
since I've received it and I wish they invented this years ago! 
Their website claims that the roller is an "eastern medicine ritual, 
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innovated and elevated", but does not expand on that statement. 
Since I'm not familiar with eastern medicine rituals, I wish they 
would explain it more on their website and tell us why their 
product is so special. (And yes, this roller is indeed 
special!)💖💖💖 
*some items in pic were kindly gifted and my own opinion is 
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339 likes  
levitate.beauty When @selfkaire reached out to me about 
testing their new beauty tool, Kairetool, they definitely caught my 
attention because I’ve never seen anything like it before! It’s 
described by the brand as a “re-imagined facial roller.” But what I 
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love most about Kairetool is that it’s more than just a beauty tool 
- it can be used to massage your body as well. 
  
This has allowed me to reach a whole new level of self-care. Not 
many people know this, but I suffer from chronic lower back pain 
which made me especially excited to put Kairetool to the test 
and see if it gave an effective at-home massage. 
 
My latest blog post is about the benefits of Kairetool and my 
experience using it on my face as well as to massage my body. 
Click the link in my bio to read more ✨ 
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462 views  
wendyw.deng SelfKaire Klaire Tool Mirror Finish 
This tool is totally revolutionary, I have not seen any tool that look 
and use like this. This truly is an innovative take on existing 
beauty rollers. 
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I have been using this as a few minutes a day after skincare in my 
morning routine. It really helps de-puff my skin and helps me 
achieve a more slimmed v-line.  
 
This tool can be used on the body, bare skin, over clothing, face 
masks, or with your skincare routine, and it's travel-friendly. It is 
suggested to pair it with a serum, cream or facial oil for easy 
gliding. I actually prefer to use this as the first step before face 
makeup. It produce a cooling, soothing sensation on the skin, 
which is great for reducing puffiness.  
 
It is made with surgical grade steel and is great for all skin types 
and hypoallergenic.  
 
To clean, rinse off tool with gentle soap and dry off. Using this 
even for a few minutes each day can transform your self-care 
routine.  
 
Overall, highly recommended!!! This tool is the coolest re-
imagined facial roller 👍 
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1,745 likes  
my.strange.days TGIF my #instagram fam! & ⠀ 
 
So here we are ... one month of @selfkaire💙 kairetool. This has 
replaced my other hand held tools in my fit face arsenal. ⠀ 

⠀ 
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I will admit there were a few fifty shades jokes cracked when I 
opened it but let me tell you these grooves and angles are 
perfect for facial features. ⠀ 

⠀ 
This baby is weighted to anchor a boat so be careful handling it. 
I’ve been pairing it with one of my favorite antioxidant facial oils 
@kyprisbeauty ✨ #perfection⠀ 

What is your favorite facial tool lately?⠀ 
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449 likes  
Sarahjeangirl 🌸 Hello beauties! 🌸 I have an amazing product 
that I want to share with you! Recently @selfkaire reached out to 
me and asked if I would like to try their new, innovative massage 
tool, the Kairetool. As a lover of skincare and self-care in general, 
of course I jumped at the chance! 
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This massage tool is made from high-quality surgical grade steel 
and is beautiful & luxurious. I’ve been using it nightly for facial 
massage and I love it! It’s so sturdy and well made and I love the 
ergonomic design! This tool isn’t just for facial massage either; it 
can be used anywhere on the body for some TLC! Please head 
over to my stories to see a demo if this innovative tool! . 
 
Have you ever used a massage device before? If you love jade 
rolling, you’d love the Kairetool! . 
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280 likes  
Glamcultny Monday’s definitely call for self care... I’m so excited 
to share more about @selfkaire and their innovative kairetool.  
This beautifully crafted beauty roller marries eastern medicine 
rituals with innovation to create a one of a kind product. This 
product is specifically designed to help you detox quickly and 
safely. It can be used on your face or body and can be used over 
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clothes or on bare skin. I personally have been loving it on my 
face after applying a serum. It glides so nicely over my skin and is 
an amazing relaxation tool. The product also provides some 
pretty amazing results in fighting fine lines and even cellulite. It’s 
made with surgical grade steel, cruelty free and designed right 
within the US!  
 
One of the ways I knew this brand believed in the product they 
create was that they specifically asked I try the product for at 
least a month before sharing my honest review with you all. They 
also offer all of their customers a 90 day trial period where they 
can return the product for a full review if they aren’t happy with 
the results. I love that they stand behind their product and after 
trying it I do too!  
 
I can’t wait to see what else this brand comes up with! Thank you 
so much @selfkaire for sharing this amazing product with me. 
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314 likes  
rbf.julie 
Have you ever trained legs so hard you could barely finish your 
last set let alone walk afterwards 🤣🤣🤣 . 
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Yep that was me! & Decided to hit the gym to get over these last 
few days of horrible news. So thankful I had the @selfkaire tool in 
my gym bag it was much needed today. I got to rub down my 
muscles before walking out of the gym. * . 
 
What are your go to items when you have really worked your 
muscles? 
#workforit 
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713 likes  
levitate.beauty My lazy Sunday routine! 
Every now and then I’ll discover a product that meshes into my 
life so perfectly it’s unreal. And most recently, that product is 
Kairetool* from @selfkaire. I wrote a blog post all about it last 
month (link is in my bio) and I still use it every day! 
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I use the smooth end of it on my face in the mornings along with 
a few drops of tamanu oil to help it glide more smoothly over my 
skin. I focus a lot on my jaw area (I’m a teeth clencher!) and on 
the lines on my forehead (I’m a worrier 😂). I’ve also mentioned 
before that I have chronic back pain, and I’ve been in quite a bit 
of pain this week since going back to sitting at my desk all day. 
But I’ve been bringing my Kairetool with me to work every day to 
massage my calves, hip flexors, and neck/shoulders at the office 
(making sure to use the end with the gentle prongs for a deeper 
massage). I’ve noticed my muscles aren’t as tight by the end of 
the day and it relieves so much of the pain and discomfort that I 
normally get after sitting at my desk all day. 
 
I also added a newbie to my routine this morning! #PaulasChoice 
C15 Super Booster. After finishing my second bottle of Sunday 
Riley CEO, I’m ready for a change! I asked for recommendations 
in my story and the Paula’s Choice vitamin c booster was the 
most recommended by far. I’ll be sure to post updates after I’ve 
been using it for a while. 
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452 likes  
Skintotheglow Let me say this, ever since I use this @selfkaire 
massaging tool, I could never go back to my other face roller 
anymore. This tool is everything I need! Not only it helps depuff 
and relieve my face muscle, you could also use it everywhere 
from head to toe! 
. 
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It’s made from medical grade steel and real heavy. Let’s say that 
you don’t want this thing to drop on your foot, you’ll cry 😅 Due 
to its material, it stays cool all the time so I don’t have to put it in 
the fridge prior to use. 
. 
It has three ‘legs’ (that’s what I like to call it 😅) that when I 
massage it on my face and body, it could reach all pressure 
point, which makes massaging more enjoyable. (Did I make 
sense here? I hope you guys understand what I mean) Kathy 
@kathychowder , the founder of @selfkaire did a great job at 
designing it! 
. 
Not only you could use this on your body to help sculpt your 
shape, I love using it after exercise as well! When I have sore 
muscle due to heavy exercise, I would grab this and give my 
body a massage to help relief the tension. Preferable after 
shower and after I applied some body oil to help it glides easier. 
. 
Couple days ago, I fell on the ground when I was picking up my 
kids from school (I hate snow 😭). Few hours later, I experienced 
an intense pain on my right shoulder to the point I can’t move my 
neck without experiencing sharp pain. I use this tool and 
massage my shoulder whenever I have the time, I massage it 
about 5 minutes each time and I’d do it couple times a day. The 
pain has gone away a lot after 3 days and I have no problem 
moving my neck. The pain is still there but at least no more sharp 
pain when I move around 😊 
. 
I could go on and on about this massaging tool cause it’s really 
that great! Did I also mention that it helps with my digestion 
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when I feel bloated and massage it on my belly? I talked about it 
with Kathy and she confirmed it with me that it’s not just my 
imagination! 
. 
The only con is that it costs $125, which I know not accessible for 
everyone. But if you have the money to splurge, I’d suggest you 
to splurge on this instead of other traditional massaging tool. At 
least that’s my opinion. 
. 
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120 likes  
hellomirah @selfkaire Klaire Tool| ⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ ⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ 
If you’ve watched my stories at all on any given day, then you 
know that this review is long overdue 😂 I talk about this tool 
almost as much as I talk about Daniel Henney and my swollen 
eyelids lol. Full disclosure, Elisha and Kathy reached out to me in 
November and asked me if I wanted to try it. 
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⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ 
So when I get an email for PR, I usually turn it down no matter 
what. Not because I’m anti-PR or anything, but because nursing 
school leaves me with NO time, I do my skincare and makeup in 
the car or class. Like it’s to the point where people are used to 
seeing my desk cluttered with a billion products lol. But when 
Elisha, the COO, reached out to me, it was so respectful and like 
she took the time to look through my posts. I really appreciated 
that! I talk to Kathy, the CEO, often and she is so nice and funny! 
They’re both very helpful with any questions. I really appreciate 
companies that take the time to form personal relationships with 
the people they PR with ♥ 
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ 
The Kairetool is like an innovate take on the face rollers we all 
know and love. You guys know I love my face roller but the 
kairetool is like... a traditional face roller that went to the gym 
everyday during summer vacation and is now the hottest person 
in your class 0. It’s pretty heavy ngl LOL. After dropping it on my 
foot I became like a million times more careful 🙈 I used kairetool 
on my jawline gently at first but I started pressing pretty hard 
because it helped release the tension in my jaw and prevented it 
from locking. I wanted to really test it so I took a before and after 
and was so shocked. Like guys, you saw it on my stories right? My 
face shrunk and even my friends/classmates noticed! I wanted to 
cry 😭 I’m currently using it on my calves and thighs as well as my 
stomach! I’ll update on another post about the results for those 
but so far so good! I suggest pressing so hard you’re sore but 
not so hard you’ll break a bone 💀 
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ 
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Now this baby is $120 on their website, which I know is steep but 
it’s very versatile and can be used everywhere. Honestly if I had 
mine taken away from me, I wouldn’t hesitate to buy it again! 
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256 likes  
symishi Mini Special Edition Review Time! 3 This is @selfkaire 
Kairetool. I had not been incorporating a lot of beauty tools in 
my #skincareroutine other than my Foreo. I only recently started 
testing rollers, cups, and microneedle tools. I was super 
intrigued when they reached out to me about their new facial 
tool. Kairetool is a patent-pending tool developed by world-class 
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engineers who head R&D teams. It uses surgical-grade steel 
which is extremely durable. It is a "re-imagined facial roller built 
to alleviate problem areas". It works especially well for de-
puffing/swelling and relieving tension. You can use it anywhere 
on your body you want: face, arms, legs..., and they provide 
detailed tutorials on how to use it on different body parts on their 
website. They recommend a cycle of using it for 2 weeks and 
then no usage/detoxing for 2 weeks.3 
I have been using it for about 6 weeks including a 2-week break. 
I mostly use it on my jaw, my forehead, and my back and neck 
areas. For my facial use, I did notice better absorption of my 
skincare if I used this over my sheetmask or after applying my 
skincare products. The most significant effect that I noticed was 
that my skin felt significantly tighter around my jaw. I have a huge 
round face and I already started seeing the "V" line I've been 
dreaming for.3 
 
For general body use, during the first week of regular usage I 
experienced some sore muscles in the area where I used the 
tool, but after that I no longer feel it at all. I find it especially 
useful to reduce swelling. I tried to use it on my belly and the 
side belly, I haven't noticed much tightening effects yet. I will 
update on my progress after I use it for longer.3 
 
Overall, I think this is a very useful multifunctional tool for face 
and general body use. My minor issue is that the tool is pretty 
heavy as it's made with pure steel. The only downside is the retail 
price ($125) may not be accessible to everyone.3. 
. 
Product received from @selfkaire for review purposes. 
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245 likes  
jencatbeauty 
 
RATING: 5/5  
REVIEW // So I've been using the selfkaire tool for about a month 
now and I really enjoy using it. I've mostly been using it on my 
face since I have an ice roller which is larger and therefore easier 
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to use on the body, but the selfkaire tool is nice to relieve tension 
and to use a little more pressure on sore muscles.  
 
The selfkaire tool is made of surgical grade steel and it really 
does have some weight to it. You can use it on your face or body, 
on bare skin or over clothes. It just feels so nice and cooling on 
the face, especially the under eye area. I think I've noticed that 
my under eye bags aren't as bad since I've been using it. Of 
course, it greatly depends on how much sleep I've had the night 
before as well. Unlike a jade roller however, I've noticed that I 
need to make sure to apply some type of serum or oil to help it 
move seamlessly across my face. Since this has no moving parts, 
it needs a bit of lubrication especially if you're using it on your 
face, you don't want it pulling on your skin. It is a bit pricey, but 
given that it's made of steel and it's not as likely to break or 
anything, I think it's worth it. Especially if you're already thinking 
of spending $50+ on a rose quartz one. 
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465 likes  
Thebeautyhobbyist New year, new chance to treat ourselves 
right 4🥰. Elisha from @selfkaire was nice enough to send me 
the Self Kaire tool to try out for review. I’ve had it for over a 
month now and I’m a fan - mostly because it’s really effective and 
easy to use. I leave it on my bedside table and use it whenever I 
want to relieve some stress. It’s perfect for a gentle facial 
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massage to encourage blood flow and lymphatic drainage, but 
it’s also really enjoyable to use on your body and scalp too. Even 
my boyfriend loves it which is really saying a lot.... Have you tried 
it? What’s your favourite self care tool? 
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251 likes  
curlyhairdontcare__  Dear Kairetool*,I can tell you and I are 
going to become great friends!! 👯  
I came home after a really long day at work, where I spent the 
day hovered over my bench, pipetting away, feverishly try to 
complete experiments before the holiday break. Anyone who’s 
spent long hours in a research lab can attest that looking down 
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and pipetting will do a job on your neck and shoulder. 
Additionally, when I’m concentrating a lot, I tend to clench my 
jaw.  
 
However, when I got home my @selfkaire tool had been hand 
delivered to my front door by Elisha (so sweet of her!). I instantly 
put the Kairetool to work! It helped loosen up my neck and 
shoulder muscles and relieved the tension in my jaw! This 
facial/body tool will definitely become a regular part of my 
routine! 
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354 likes  
maddie_elaine_beauty Let’s talk about bodycare💜💫 These 
products have all been go-to’s in my routine & I wanted to talk 
about some standouts: 
@selfkaire Kairetool*: I’ve been using this tool to massage my 
legs specifically. My legs get crampy really easily & this has been 
a life saver! I apply a thick layer of body butter to the skin then 
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rub it in with this. I’m going to start incorporating it on my face 
next! 
@enjoy.bonbon Lavender Body Scrubs*: I use these for gentle 
exfoliation in the shower. They’re not abrasive at all and have a 
really nice subtle scent to them - I don’t like when fragrances are 
too overpowering! These are so fun to use and are a real skin 
treat.  
@billie Razor + Shave Cream: I recently signed up for the Billie 
razor subscription & I’m so impressed! I always get a very close 
shave with zero cuts. And how cute is the peach color?! The 
shave cream is also lovely. It’s hydrating, has a subtle citrus smell 
& I like that it doesn’t come in an aerosol. Highly recommend 
their service!  
@lather Cranberry Sugar Rub*: This scrub smells like Christmas 
so I’ve been reaching for it a lot this winter. It leaves my skin baby 
soft and smooth without being abrasive. I wish I had a bigger tub 
- I’m going to run out soon! - 
*PR Gift, not sponsored. 
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228 likes  
dassabeauty Happy Thursday everyone!  
Sharing my #nighttimeroutine for a little later this evening! 
I’m almost done both the @theherbsandbees cleansing oil and 
the @farmacybeauty clean bee! Sad to see them go but happy 
that I am moving through products *** 
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This no buy has been helping me finish up some products so 
they don’t just sit there for ever.  
 
The @sheroscience cream is one I keep grabbing for because I 
love the texture and the @selfkaire tool has been amazing on my 
face and body. I had done a story on how it was helping the 
inflammation caused by gastritis and I took it with when I went 
away this pst weekend and it was so helpful to have a use when I 
had discomfort in my abdominal area!  
 
What products are u almost out of? Do you have a hard time 
finishing products? ✨ 
✨ 
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138 likes  
pnw.woman  #selfcaresunday 
AKA my favorite day of the week, because we all deserve a little 
positivity and self love. Today I want to talk about a new tool that’s 
made a huge difference in my self care ritual, aptly named the 
Kairetool by SelfKaire. 
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. 
I spoke about this tool briefly after receiving it, and I’ve been 
quietly testing it out to see the different applications I can use it 
for. This tool is meant to be an all over body massager to hell 
relieve inflammation, tension, help blood flow and relieve pain. 
That’s a lot of claims, but I have heard of (and used - just with hard 
balls and plastic pieces on super sore muscles) massage tools in 
PT/deep tissue massage that can reduce inflammation and help 
lymphatic drainage. So I felt there was likely some truth to the 
claims, but didn’t want to let the hype of a new product get to me. 
. 
Here’s the thing, I deal with a lot of chronic pain. My joints are 
constantly hurting and I frequently get migraines and cluster 
headaches. I’m only 24, but I feel like a broken grandma that lived 
life on the edge. Every night, I sleep with a pillow between my 
legs and wait for the pain in my knees to subside. They just hurt. 
All the time. I try not to take pain medicine, and instead just take it 
easy on days when I’m having a tough time. I really wanted to find 
a way of helping ease the aches and pains, and this tool is lil 
investment @ $125. 
 
I’ll be honest though, I believe the Kairetool is 100% worth it. I 
have tested this on my shoulders, lower bag, knees (obviously), 
legs (calves, glutes and thighs) as well as my face. Massaging this 
tool around my knees and legs every evening made the biggest 
difference for me. I woke up with less pain, and I felt more relaxed 
going to bed. The pain was relieved a little, but not entirely. I 
knew this wouldn’t be a perfect fix, but it’s significant relief to me. 
And that’s all I was looking for out of this tool. The Kairetool is 
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made from stainless steel and it keeps cool for quite a while 
during use, so it does work well on the face as well for massing in 
serums and helping reduce puffiness too. But if you suffer with 
pain, and have found relief from PT or deep tissue massage - I 
would invest in this tool. 
. 
The three prongs really help to let you work certain areas with 
more pressure easily, and it’s so easy to hold too! That’s my 
biggest pet peeve with the plastic tools and balls I’ve used in the 
past for muscles and joint pain, they’re difficult to use. This is 
weighted, but with the design you can easily reach shoulders and 
work tough areas that need more attention after a work out or a 
heavy inflammation/pain day. It’s just a smartly designed tool that 
is much more practical that your Jade Roller or Gua Sha - which I 
think helps justify the high cost. 
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1,299 likes  
Skinterpreted Happy Thursday y’all! ✨ 
Also my new obsession, @selfkaire sent me their surgical grade 
steel facial massager. This thing is so hefty, but I have literally 
used it every night since I’ve had it, and to be quite honest it’s 
replaced my jade rollers. You can control and apply pressure 
through each of the different legs. It can be used all over your 
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body, and my hubs even gave me a little back massage with 
yesterday. It’s Heavenly 😇😇😇 I’ll post a little video later so you 
guys can see it in action! 
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250 likes  
Mydesertglow I think it only fitting that on this #selfcare 
Saturday I write about a Little Slefkaire tool I've been playing 
with. This medical grade steel, facial roller is intense to say the 
least. Its weighty, well made, and is designed to target 
acupressure points. 
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There is a handy dandy manual online along with videos giving 
advise or tips on how to use. You can use this on your face, your 
body or your head. On my face I've been targeting my laugh line 
area and forehead (apparently I'm a big frowner!) This little guy 
has been on my nightstand since it arrived. For two reasons: I 
have an awful time sleeping, practice some mindfulness 
breathing techniques for about ten minutes prior to actually 
falling asleep, using my Selfkaire tool I incorporate a couple of 
"press and knead" motions on my temples, the nape of my neck 
and my scalp as part of my bed time process I do this nightly.  
 
Second, I suffer from frequent migraines and along with my gua 
sha tools this Selfkaire roller has actually stopped my headaches 
from becoming migraines ( I am in no way free from migraines 
but I would average about 1 a month and its been about 7 
months since my last migraine. 
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157 likes  
prettystuff_prettythings I have been using this magical kaire 
tool* sent to me from the lovely ladies at @selfkaire for awhile 
now and I am very much in love. I know I talked a bit about this in 
my stories awhile back (and it is in my highlights) but now that I 
have been using it awhile I just wanted to confirm that this is the 
jam. I have tried it with several oils and creams to give myself a 
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facial massage (and Emerald is certainly a favorite). This helps 
ease tension headaches I get and the prongs are at just the right 
places to apply pressure just where I need it. I really love running 
it over my brow bone the most 🤷. I also use this on my neck and 
shoulders and I have been getting in the habit of running it over 
my legs to promote circulation. It has the perfect weight to it and 
I find that once I pick it up I don't want to put it down! I highly 
recommend this and if you get a chance to try it, you gotta do it! 
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1,074 views  
skinstaguy 
😰 TUESDAY BLUESDAY IS HERE AGAIN 
🥶 OH YES, kind of like Blue Monday, only worse because WE’RE 
ALL TIRED FROM MONDAY 😖😖😖 
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➕ AND on top of that we’re all poor and aching from the fact 
that next week is STILL January. 
💜 WELL, it’s time to spread good juju 
✨GET THAT GLEAMING SKIN 
💤 GET THAT 8hrs sleep 
🚰 HYDRATED body 
🥦 FRESH HEALTHY ORGANIC LUNCH 
B PEACE OF MIND 
C LOVING RECIPROCATED FRIENDSHIP 
🗣 GET IT ALL 
🎥 Fun tip for mental health: turn your own bathroom into a 
closed set and pretend you’re a part of Young Money 🤗 
🎬 BEGIN ROUTINE 
⚡MASK -@latheoriedesvolcans Noir Eternae I♥ 
⚡CLEANSE - @oskiaskincare renaissance cleansing gel. 
⚡TREAT - @selfkaire stainless steel facial roller on the face for 2 
minutes to alleviate feelings of pain, regret and insuperable 
anxiety 🙃 
⚡TONE - @amorepacific_us 
⚡EYES - @dnarenewal 
⚡SERUM - @elemis peptide4 night recovery cream oil 
🦵wishing you all of the good juju for the last leg of jan 😙 
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188 likes  
beauty_unplugged 
Self Kaire Kaire Tool 
@selfkaire sent me their new product for testing. I've been 
getting into facial massage so I was intrigued when they reached 
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out to me. This product is made of surgical steel and it is very 
heavy but in a good way!  
 
It is solid metal with a flat top, tapered middle area for wedging 
between your fingers, and 3 prongs that serve as accupressure 
points. The design makes it great for massaging large and small 
areas.  
 
I've been using it specifically for jaw pain related to my TMJ 
(temporomandibular joint) dysfunction. I have permanently 
dislocated the discs in my jaw on both sides and have severe 
arthritis of the jaw from years of clenching, grinding and more 
recent major stress.  
 
The metal is cool to the touch without refridgeration. I wipe it 
down with a cleansing cloth before and after using. I apply a 
slippery serum or light oil before massaging with this. When my 
jaw pain acts up I just need to spend 2 minutes or so using this 
tool twice a day and it does work to help calm my inflamed jaw 
joint and surrounding muscles. I can't speak to the claims 
regarding cellulite/slimming effects by using this tool, but I will 
definitely keep using this amazing massage tool for sore 
muscles! 
 
 
Check my Instagram highlights under "Testing" to see videos of 
me using this. 
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134 likes  
all_thelovely_things Isn’t this just the prettiest tool you’ve ever 
seen? 😍  
The @selfkaire tool is an innovative face and body massage tool 
created by @kathychowder. It’s unlike any other tool I’ve ever 
seen! It’s made from surgical grade stainless steel, which means 
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it’s easy to clean and sanitize, and it will last forever (the only thing 
that will break if you drop this is possibly a toe or 2 😅)  
 
I’ve been using this mainly with my favorite face oils (pictured is 
the @akt_therapy rad face oil, review to come!) It’s also nice to use 
over a sheet mask, and even though it has weight to it, it doesn’t 
tug on my skin at all.  
 
I love having the option to use this on my body as well. I’ve been 
trying to get back into working out/using weights and this has 
been so nice to use on my sore muscles. And since it’s made of 
steel it stays nice and cool, so no need to keep it in the fridge!  
 
I had never used any face tools before, but after trying this one 
I’m definitely hooked!  
 
Thank you so much @selfkaire for gifting this to me 💛 
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461 likes  
milkskinlove🏮 The @Selfkaire -Kairetool- 
(➡➡Swipe, more PICS) 
🏮 Surgical grade steel & hypoallergenic 
🏮 promote blood and lymphatic circulation and use acupressure 
to target your body tissues. 
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🏮What it is: (*according to Selfkaire.com) 
IT'S A re-imagined facial roller ▪alleviate problem areas ▪ 
produce a cooling, soothing effect on the skin ▪Can also be 
used on the body. 
🏮Ways I've tried this tool: ▪Puffiness areas▪muscle & foot 
soreness areas▪facial de-puffing ▪facial pressure points▪Jaw 
pain ▪(*-for face: i always use with facial oil; *for Body: i use over 
clothes or massage oil). 
🏮 I am all about facial tools. This tool IS Surgical grade STEEL 
Quality. Ive had a few jade rollers that are NOT worth 
mentioning; this tool is definitely an investment but "worth" 
mentioning & recommending. 🏮Final thoughts: very weighty, 
powerful, & effective tool. I was impressed! I'm definitely going 
to recommend to my colleagues. 
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321 likes  
Alittlesliceofsam  Selfkaire Facial Roller  
This roller is the most luxurious roller I have ever seen. It doesn't 
look like a conventional roller but it does accomplish all the 
benefits of a standard facial roller. Based on the look and feel of 
the roller it is obviously it is very well made. It is heavy which I 
believe attributes to it's ability to work so effectively. I don't only 
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use this roller for my face but also for my muscles and especially 
for my head and neck. I get pretty bad headaches and I love 
using this to help reduce some of the pain. I even let my brother 
try it for his muscle soreness and he was a big fan. When I use 
this on my face I feel that I don't need to roll it for super long . 
Rather I feel around 5 mins is equivalent to 10/15 mins with a 
normal roller. I absolutely love using it after I apply oil it glides so 
easily without tugging. 
. 
I really enjoy using this roller and will continue to do so. The only 
downside is the price. Even though it is absolutely stunning and 
beautiful quality the price can be too much for some people. If 
you have the extra money and are looking for a good roller I 
highly recommend it! 
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1,299 likes  
Dassabeauty As we close the chapter of 2018 I wanted to share 
some products that have currently and consistently caught my 
attention and gained my love! 
From the moment I started using the @selfkaire beauty tool* I 
was so pleased - I began using it on my shoulder and neck since I 
get very tight there due to a car accent from a couple years back 
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the instant relief has been so helpful especially on days that are 
stressful and tiresome. I have been using it on my whole body to 
relax and de-bloat as well as on my fave and neck to increase 
blood flow, decrease puffiness and tighten the skin- this product 
is a total win! 
@sheroscience algae + moisturizing cream* has been my go to 
night cream. I love the consistency and I love how it melts into 
my skin leaving me with supple and hydrated skin in the 
morning!  
I am about 99.9% positive the @goodsciencebeauty purify cream 
has been a huge help in keeping my pimple prone skin at bay, 
minimizing my pores and giving my over all skin tone a 
makeover! I love using this in the morning mixed with a 
hydrating serum- I love knowing that I have a product that is 
helping protect my skin from daily pollutants✨ 
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105 likes  
joleloveskbeauty Klairtool Mirror Finish 
I’m always down to try skincare tools. This high quality multi-
purpose gadget is made with surgical grade steel, 
hypoallergenic, and travel friendly. The specially designed pins 
on the klairtool targets acupressure points to help detox the 
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body efficiently. The works not only on your face but also all 
areas of the body. 
 
On days when I’m tried from work, I like to use the tool to 
massage my shoulders and neck area. It provides good relief. In 
my opinion, it works better than getting a body massage from a 
massage therapist because I can accurately identify areas of 
concern and apply the pressure of preference. 
 
Almost every night, I like to use the tool on my face after the 
application of serum, oil, or cream. Included in the post are 
various products I’ve been using with @selfkaire . I like to focus 
on my jawline and chin area because I do have a double chin. 
With the use of the tool, products do absorb faster and I’ve 
noticed my jawline is slightly more define. Additionally, my 
cheeks feel more firm. 
 
This is a good tool to have and I’m looking forward to use it more 
often during warmer weather. I can chill it in the refrigerator and 
provide cooling relieve all over my body!  
Check out @beauty_unplugged ‘s post for your chance to win 
this awesome tool. Thank you @selfkaire for gifting this to me to 
try. 
• 
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461 likes  
Dorkification Good morning! Happy weekend, dear friends. 💕 
What are your favourite skincare treats? What do you like to use 
to soothe and calm your skin down? 👀 Most of you already 
know I'm all about layering my toners. I used two other toners 
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which was not featured in this photo and they are the keep cool 
soothe toner and also mamonde rose toner! 💟 
. 
As many of you may know, my skin isn't in the greatest condition 
right now from my poor eating choices during the holidays, lol. 
Time to resume back to regular diet and also skincare routine~ 
that includes masking because I use to love making regularly, 
Haha.👀 
. 
I have been using the selfkaire facial tool everyday before I go to 
sleep and I found it really helps debloat the appearance of my 
face. I will share before and after shots soon~ so stay tuned for 
my before and after photos! 💜 
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227 likes  
Sykbeauty good morning!!! 🌞 
. 
presenting an all white routine for #whitewednesday ft. pieces of 
the dead @traderjoes christmas bouquet that my fam kept 
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pestering me to throw away. haters gon hate, potatoes gon 
potate😎 
. 
cleanse: 
▫ @farmacybeauty green clean 
▫ @panacea daily facial cleanser* 
looooove. will review it sometime later tho! 
. 
▫ @paulaschoice 2% bha liquid - first PC product & easily a holy 
grail. 
▫ @olivarrier.usa dual moist toning lotion (won in their 
giveaway). it's an amazing no-nonsense hydrating toner! 
▫ @manyofactory_official 4GF eye cream 
▫ @pestleandmortarcosmetics hydrate moisturizer* - amazing. it 
is the perfect moisturizer & gets bonus points for being in airtight 
packaging♥ 
. 
but for the best part of last night..... 
▫ @selfkaire kairetool*!!!!!!!! 
such an amazing & versatile facial roller. you can use it on your 
face (helps with sagging skin, fine lines, puffiness), back, 
shoulders, hips, stomach, legs (a godsend since im on my feet 
~10 hrs every day), feet. it is so sturdy & clearly made 
impeccably. if you go to their site or youtube they have video 
tutorials & written manuals on all the ways you can use it. 
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the only hesitation i have is the price... $125 is a bit steep but just 
like handbags, i consider it as an investment for life haha. i can't 
wait for their new products & am more than happy to support 
such kind founders, Elisha & Kathy. ♥ 
. 
how is your week so far? ☺ i'm happy bc i have a big ol' bag of 
sour patch kids to eat my weight in 😎😎😎 
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591 likes  
skinwithabiola Happy hump day darlings! How’s your week 
going so far?! Talk to me, I want to know! It’s just Wednesday but 
it really feels like Friday lol, past two days have been really busy 
but it’s all good now. 
• 
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Just here showing you a few of my old and new favs. I really like 
that @selfkaire tool, it’s really heavy and helps massage my face 
and body, especially my shoulders and back when they hurt! The 
brand itself is owned by two sweet and lovely women.  
The @cellecle_skincare moisturizer is awesome. I can’t use it by 
itself (so I mix with oil or the ceralipid Luxe) since my skin is a bit 
dry this winter, but It is going to be the perfect summer 
moisturizer for me or year round moisturizer for oilier skin types. 
Feels great, won’t clog pores and does a good job at hydrating 
the skin. 
• 
Spot any favs?! Have any questions about any of these?!. 
• 
All items, except YTTP dream mask and JS etoile oil were gifted 
by brands. JS etoile oil was kindly gifted by my darling friend 
@thebeautchronicles. 
• 
#Skinwithabiola 
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262 likes  
geniussrblog La Mer And #kairetool* 
. 
@lamer is an absolute love and what else i wanna talk about 
today is @selfkaire kaire tool which has really amazed me with 
quality and its functionality...❤ 
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. 
@selfkaire Kaire Tool* has been a life saver for me especially in 
my shoulder muscle pain… I have been using it since I received it 
and now has become my night time bed essential.. other than 
using it as a facial massager I also use it to relax my body muscles 
after a long tiring day..❤ 
. 
It is made of surgical grade steel and has a solid hefty weight 
which is perfect to apply appropriate pressure to body’s pressure 
points.. 
. 
Since it is made of steel it is always slightly cool to touch but 
before use I keep it in fridge for 15 min for more relaxing 
feel...😍❤💕 
. 
. 
. 
Kindly #gifted* 
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191 likes  
Chooseloveart I’ve been teasing you guys about a new skincare 
tool I’ve been testing and here it is!! 
This surgical grade steel product called “the Kairetool” made by 
@selfkaire is unlike any other product I’ve come across in the 
skincare world. It can be used on the face AND body with a 
patent pending 3 pin design created to target acupuncture 
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pressure points that help with detoxing the body and improving 
your skin’s appearance.  
 
I swear when using this it feels like an incredible massage and I 
love that it isn’t as fragile as other crystal tools. Aside from the 
relaxation aspect, it really is doing great things for your body’s 
lymphatic system aka hellooooo boosted immune system and 
youthful skin * I love pairing this with my facial serums as it not 
only helps with my fine lines/aging but also helps penetrate my 
skincare deeper. 
 
click the link in my bio to read more about how it works + my 
favorite ways to use it! Anybody else love using skincare tools?!. 
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579 likes  
Mommycanyou Tonight’s PM routine: 
• @amalia.skin Gel Cleanser* 
• @youthtothepeople Superfood Eye Cream 
• @amalia.skin Antioxidant Milk* 
• @alphahskincare Essential Hydration Cream 
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• @selfkaire Kairetool* 
• @basaltbasalt Lip Scrub 
*gifted 
@selfkaire sent me their brand new Kairetool to try out. It’s a 
surgical-grade steel roller that can be used on your face, head, 
and body. It’s like a mini hand held masseuse. If I feel a little 
puffy, I pop it in the fridge for a few minutes and run it over my 
face and under my eyes. I actually ran it over my head and scalp 
when I had a headache a few days ago and I SWEAR it helped 
with the pain. I MAY or may not have an extra one for an 
upcoming giveaway! (I totally have an extra one) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


